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1. Wire rope damage due to bending fatigue and drum crushing
The steel wire rope of a properly designed and maintained crane should have a reasonably long service life and one day be discarded because of fatigue, the wire rope
equivalent of old age.
But often wire ropes don’t get very old: they might die prematurely because of excessive abrasion or corrosion (the wire rope equivalents of skin cancer). Here, proper
wire rope relubrication might be the answer.
Wire ropes might also die prematurely because of mechanical or structural damages (the wire rope equivalents of being run over by a bus). Improved crane design and
proper wire rope and crane usage will help to avoid these problems.
But what about drum crushing? If a wire rope dies because of damages received
when spooling on and off a drum, is that part of normal rope life? Many crane designers and users think so.
But they are wrong: When drum crushing occurs, the wire rope damages itself.
Drum crushing is the wire rope equivalent of suicide. This paper explains the mechanisms and shows how drum crushing can be avoided.
2. The bending fatigue mechanism
If a wire rope is subjected to repetitive bending, small cracks will form in the surface
of individual rope wires, especially at the points of contact with other wires or with
the groove of a sheave or drum. With increasing number of bending cycles, the crack
will grow, reducing the load bearing wire cross section. Once the remaining wire cross
section is no longer able to carry its share of the load, the wire will fail.
A typical fatigue break is characterized by a break section perpendicular to the wire
axis. Fig. 1 shows a rope with fatigue breaks.
Fig. 2  shows the break surface of a rope wire which has broken due to bending
fatigue.
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Fig. 1: Steel wire ropes with fatigue breaks

Fig. 2: Break surface of a rope wire which has broken due to bending fatigue
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3. Bending cycles over sheaves
One bending cycle for a given rope section is defined as a change from a straight to a
bent and back to a straight condition (Fig. 3a) or from a bent to a straight and back to
a bent condition (Fig. 3b). Every time the rope section travels over a sheave, it is sub-

a

b

Fig. 3: Definition of one bending cycle

jected to one bending cycle.
Of course, during a typical lift, not every rope section will travel over the same number
of sheaves and onto the drum. Therefore, along the rope length, the wire rope will fatigue the most in those sections which travel over the greatest number of sheaves, i.e.
where it is subjected to the greatest number of bending cycles.
3.1. Bending cycles over single layer, grooved drums
If a rope section travels on and off a grooved single layer drum, it will also undergo a
change from a straight to a bent and back to a straight condition, i.e. according to the
definition, it will also undergo one bending cycle.
But is a bending cycle on a drum comparable to a bending cycle on a sheave? For
a grooved single layer drum, the answer is Yes. Tests and practical experience have
shown that a bending cycle on a grooved single layer drum will cause the same amount
of rope fatigue as a bending cycle on a sheave, provided the line pulls and diameters
are the same. In both cases, the rope will be bent around smooth, curved surfaces of
the same geometry. We could say that the rope „does not know“ if it is bent around a
sheave or a drum.
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3.2. Bending cycles over multi layer drums
If a rope section travels on and off a grooved multi layer drum, it will also undergo a
change from a straight to a bent and back to a straight condition, i.e. according to the
definition, it will also undergo a bending cycle. But here, the conditions are different
(Fig. 4):
Rope sections spooling in the first layer will also be bent around a smooth drum
surface, but when the second layer comes in they will be spooled over, compressed
and damaged on the upper side by the second rope layer.

Fig. 4: Problems during multi layer spooling
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Rope sections spooling in the second and higher layers will be damaged on all sides:
first they will be damaged in Zone A during the contact with the neighbouring wrap
when entering the drum (Fig. 5).
Then they will be bent around a very rough surface created by the previous rope
layer, leading to wire damage in Zones B1 and B2 (Fig. 6).

A
B

Fig. 5: First damage

Fig. 6: Second damage

Then the next wrap will come in, damaging the rope section in Zone C, and displacing the rope section, leading to additional damage in Zones B1 and B2 (Fig. 7).
Finally the next layer will damage the rope section in Zones D1 and D2 at the side,
or, if we are looking at a crossover zone, on the top (Fig. 8).

D

C

Fig. 8: Fourth damage

Fig. 7: Third damage

It is obvious that by these mechanisms
the rope section will be damaged far
more than by one bend on a single layer
drum (Fig. 9). But by how much more?

Fig. 9: Final situation
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Fig. 10: Multi layer test strand. Two multi layer drums can be seen in the background. The rope
spools from one drum to the other via the sheaves in the 45t tensioning unit in the foreground.
This unit can slide, pivot and vary the fleet angles between the rope and the drums.

In Germany, several multi-layer test stands have been built to find out.
First tests seem to indicate that (surprisingly?) the multi layer damage factor (defined as the number of bending cycles until discard on a single layer drum or on a sheave versus the number of bending cycles until discard on a multi layer drum) increases
with increasing design factor, i. e. with decreasing wire rope line pull.
Fig. 11 shows the multi layer damage factor as a function of the rope design factor.
Based on the first results, for a D/d ratio of about 25 the multi layer damage factor (or
suicide factor) can be approximated by
Multi layer damage factor = 2.85 + 0.65 • Rope design factor.
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Fig. 11: Multi layer damage factor as a function of the rope design factor

4. Bending fatigue damage distribution in reeving systems with a single layer
drum
It is not possible to predict the bending fatigue damage distribution along the hoist
rope even for simple crane with a four part reeving system and a drum without knowing its operating conditions.
Let us suppose the crane picks up a load in the lowest hook position (Fig. 12a), lifts
it to the highest hook position (Fig. 12b) and then lowers it back to the starting position (reverse bends in Fig. 12 for illustration only). This action will create a bending
fatigue distribution as in Fig. 13.
The highest fatigue damage does not occur on the fastest moving part of the rope,
the fall going to the drum, but at the opposite end: It accumulates on the slower falls
which stay in the reeving system and never get to the drum.
If the same crane randomly lifts loads to varying heights, the bending fatigue damage distribution might look completely different. The damage maximum will be difficult to locate, but it will normally not be in a rope section which will spool onto the
drum.
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a

b

Fig. 12: Crane configuration, lowest (a) and highest (b) hook position
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Fig. 13: Damage distribution along the rope length (single layer drum)
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5. Bending fatigue damage distribution in reeving systems with a multi layer
drum
If the above crane has a multi layered drum, every bend on the drum will be as much
as 4 to 40 times as detrimental to rope life as on a single layer drum or on a sheave.
When adding up the damages caused by the bending cycles, every bend on the drum
will have to be multiplied by the multi layer damage factor, and that will change the
damage distribution completely.
As an example, Fig. 14 shows the damage distribution for the above crane for a
multi layer damage factor of 10. As we can see, now the zone with the greatest amount
of damage is part of the rope length which will spool onto the drum.
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Fig. 14: Damage distribution along the rope length (multi layer drum)

6. Multi layer spooling on helical drums
On helical drums, wire ropes are expected to spool from one flange to the other in
a perfect helix, climb into the second layer and spool back again in a perfect helix
(Fig. 15).
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First Layer Second Layer

First Layer Second Layer

Fig. 15: Helical drum, theoretical spooling
behaviour

Fig. 16: Helical drum, real spooling
behaviour

The wire rope, however, will behave completely differently (Fig. 16): After having
spooled from one flange to the other, the rope will climb into the second layer and
then spool away from the flange only for a short distance. It will cross over one wrap
of the first layer, then fall into the gap between two adjacent wraps and follow the bed
formed by those two wraps of the first layer (going the wrong direction). It will then
violently hit the wrap climbing up into the second layer and be kicked to the side. After
crossing over another wrap it will again fall into a gap between two wraps of the first
layer, and the process will start again. This way, the rope will zig-zag around the drum
barrel: During every revolution of the drum the rope will
•
•
•
•

be kicked to the side by 1 rope diameter  (= -1 d),
spool in the wrong direction for half a rope diameter (= +1/2 d),
be kicked to the side by 1 rope diameter  (= -1 d), and
spool in the wrong direction for half a rope diameter (= +1/2 d).

Now, add this up:
- 1 d + 1/2 d - 1 d + 1/2 d = - 1d !!!
This means that in the second layer, during every revolution of the drum, the rope really spools back by one rope diameter! But couldn’t that be done better?
13
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7. Multi layer spooling on Lebus drums
Lebus improved the spooling tremendously by eliminating the helix in the first layer.
On Lebus drums the rope first spools parallel to the flange, then is guided to the side
by half a rope diameter (Fig. 17). It then spools parallel to the flange again, until it is
guided to the side by half a rope diameter (exactly on the opposite side of the first
event).

First Layer Second Layer

Fig. 17: Lebus drum

Therefore, in the first layer during every revolution of the drum the rope will
• spool parallel to the flange (= ±0 d),
• be guided to the side by 1/2 rope diameter  (= +1/2 d),
• spool parallel to the flange (= ±0 d) and
• be guided to the side by 1/2 rope diameter  (= +1/2 d).
Now, add this up:
± 0 d + 1/2 d ± 0 d + 1/2 d = + 1 d !!!
So during every revolution the rope really spools forward by one rope diameter! The
real advantage, however, only shows in the second and consecutive layers.
After climbing into the second layer, the rope will spool parallel to the flange until it
crosses over the last wrap of the first layer exactly at the point where this one is moving half a rope diameter against the flange.
14
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After crossing this wrap, the rope will fall over on the other side (displacing by another
half a rope diameter. The story will repeat itself after every half a turn of the drum.
Therefore, in the second layer during every revolution of the drum the rope will
• spool parallel to the flange (= ±0 d),
• be kicked to the side by 1/2 rope diameter  (= -1/2 d),
• spool parallel to the flange (= ±0 d) and
• be kicked to the side by 1/2 rope diameter  (= -1/2 d).
Now, add this up:
± 0 d - 1/2 d ± 0 d - 1/2 d = - 1 d !!!
So during every revolution of the drum the rope really spools backward by one rope
diameter. But what is the difference to the helical drum? There, in the second layer the
rope was also kicked to the side repeatedly!
Look at the figures: On the helical drum, every time the rope is kicked to the side it
is by one full rope diameter. On the Lebus drum the displacement is only half a rope
diameter, the layer underneath does the second half.
The zones where the rope is kicked to the side are called crossover zones, because
here the rope crosses over a wrap of the previous layer. Fig. 18 shows a rope spooling
in the parallel zone of a Lebus type drum. Fig. 19 shows the rope entering the crossover zone.

Fig. 18: Lebus drum, rope spooling in
parallel zone

Fig. 19: Lebus drum, rope spooling in
crossover zone
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8. The influence of the D/d ratio
The influence of the D/d ratio (ratio drum diameter versus nominal rope diameter)
on the rope damage has not yet been tested in the laboratory. Practical experience,
however, suggests that the rope damage increases considerably with decreasing D/d
ratio. Because of the bending stiffness of the wire ropes D/d- ratios below 20 should by
any means be avoided, especially if the rope might spool with low tension in the lower
layers.
Fig. 20 shows a two layer drum with a small D/d ratio. The width of the drum causes
severe fleet angles, resulting in bad spooling.

Fig. 20: The worst solution: Small diameter, great width

Fig. 21 shows a modern crane with multi layer drums. The D/d ratio in the first layer is
about 20.
Fig. 22 shows the author in front of a double drum winder installation in South
Africa. The D/d ratios greater than 100 considerably reduce the damage caused by the
multi layer spooling. They also allow for very high rope speeds.
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Fig. 21: Modern cranes operate with D/d ratios between 20 and 30

Fig. 22: Mine hoist drum winders have D/d ratios greater than 100.
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9. The influence of rope pretension
If the lower layers have not been spooled onto the drum under high tension, the
lower wraps will be displaced by the incoming rope section, allowing it to slide down
between them, leading to severe rope damage.
This effect is especially pronounced on ungrooved multi layer drums. Fig. 23 shows
the force pyramid of an ungrooved drum. If the lower layers are not sufficiently tensioned, the incoming rope section will slide along the drum circumference (in an attempt to tension the neighbouring wraps) and at the same time cut into the lower layers (Fig. 24).

Fig. 23: Force pyramid on ungrooved drum

Fig. 24: The pyramid collapses and the
incoming rope cuts in

Fig. 25 and Fig. 26 show rope damage created by spooling the wire rope onto the second layer of an ungrooved drum only once!
The crane operator might not always be aware of the fact that the rope has cut into
deeper layers on the drum. He might just cover the problem by two additional rope
layers, slew the crane and start lowering the load. The cut-in rope section might act
like a new fixed point: it might not come off the drum. As the drum continues to turn,
the downward motion of the load will be reversed abruptly to an upward motion, leading to a high shock load which will severely damage and might even break the rope.
Fig. 27 shows a cut-in rope.
The proper force pyramid is shown in Fig. 28: The drum is grooved to stabilize the lowest layer, the voids at the flanges are filled with a riser helping the rope climb from
the first to the second layer and the lower layers are pretensioned.
18
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Fig. 25: Severe relative motion has destroyed
the rope during the first lift

Fig. 26: Consequences of a rope „cutting in“

Fig. 27: Cut-in wire rope

Fig. 28: Correct drum layout
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10. The influence of the rope diameter tolerance
In the first layer and in the „parallel sections“ of the consecutive layers the rope will
be guided by the drum grooves or the parallel rope sections below it, regardless of its
diameter tolerance. In the crossover zones, however, it will be guided by the neighbouring wrap only. If the rope diameter matches the drum pitch, the crossover on the
drum surface will take place in a band parallel to the drum axis (Fig. 29).

Fig. 29: Rope diameter correct: The crossover zone is parallel to the drum axis

If, however, the rope diameter is too small, the second wrap will spool at bit further
than intended before being kicked to the side by the first wrap. The third wrap will
again spool a bit further before being kicked by the second etc, resulting in an inclined
crossover zone (Fig. 30 and Fig. 31). The next layer will not accept the crossover points
defined by the previous one, resulting in rope displacements and severe rope damage
in this area.
If on the other hand the rope diameter is too big, the second wrap will be kicked to
the side by the first wrap at bit earlier than intended. The third wrap will again be kicked too early by the second etc, resulting in a crossover zone inclined in the opposite
sense.
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Fig. 30: Rope diameter too small: The crossover zone is inclined towards the drum axis
(causing severe rope damage)

Fig. 31: Rope damage caused by instable support (the crossover zones are no longer parallel to
the drum axis)
21
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The normal range of the wire rope diameter tolerances is 5%. ISO, e.g. allows wire rope
diameters from nominal dia. -1% to nominal dia. +4%. For proper spooling, this range
must be reduced to about 2%.
Lebus uses drums with a pitch of
drum pitch = 1.01 • nominal rope diameter.
The wire rope diameter range of tolerance is limited to 2% (nominal dia. +2% to nominal dia. +4%).
11. Remedy 1: Shifting the crossover zones
As discussed above, even with correct rope diameters and even when using sophisticated drum designs, the wire rope will have to be kicked to the side by the neighbouring wrap twice with every revolution of the drum. This will inevitably lead to wire rope
damage.
The bad news is, this damage is very much concentrated on the crossover zones.
Fig. 32 shows a typical rope section from a crossover zone (Zone A of Fig. 5) of a rope
tested on a test stand.

Fig. 32: Typical rope damage in the crossover zone.
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The good news, however, is that the damage is periodical: we will always have a short
damaged zone followed by a long undamaged zone followed by a short damaged zone
etc.... And that gives us the opportunity to spread the damage by cutting off a rope
section a bit longer than the length of the damaged zone at the drum end of the rope
well before the discard state of the rope is reached (see Fig. 33).

Fig. 33: Shifting the damaged zones on the drum

This action will move all the damaged rope sections out of the damaging crossover
zones on the drum into comfortable positions in the parallel zones. Relatively undamaged rope sections will move into the crossover zones instead. This action can easily
double or even triple the life of the wire rope.
12. Remedy 2: Spooling aids
As explained above, the rope is destroyed on multi layer drums by spooling against
adjacent rope wraps. A spooling aid can help guide the rope during spooling and can
prevent it from constantly hitting its neighbouring wrap.
It must be guaranteed, however, that the spooling aid is calibrated to the effective rope diameter. An incorrectly calibrated spooling aid might just do the opposite
of what it is supposed to do: it might constantly guide the incoming rope against its
neighbouring wrap and destroy the rope in very short time.
And don’t forget: the wire rope diameter will reduce over time!
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13. Rope solutions
We have seen that during drum crushing, the wire rope is not damaged by other objects. No, the rope is destroyed by constantly hitting itself! Spooling on a multi layer
drum is a constant hammering of one rough rope surface against another rough surface of the same rope! Drum crushing really is the wire rope equivalent of suicide!
How can we prevent this self- destruction?

no indentation

Fig. 34: No indentation of the outer wires of Lang’s lay ropes

indentation

Fig. 35: Indentation of the outer wires of regular lay ropes
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13.1. Rope solution 1: Langs lay ropes
Practical experience has shown in the past that during multi layer spooling Langs lay
ropes (Fig. 34) perform much better than regular lay ropes (Fig. 35). This is because the
outer wires of neighbouring wraps cannot form indentations which would inevitably
lead to mutual destruction.
When one of the neighbouring rope falls lifts up while the other one stays on the
drum, these indentations will immediately lead to mutual damage on both rope falls.
The leading European crane manufacturers only use Lang’s lay ropes in multi layer
drums. An exception might be the swaged ropes which will be discussed later.
13.2. Rope solution 2: Ropes with bigger outer wires
It is also a known fact that ropes with bigger, more robust outer wires perform better
in multi layer spooling. The diameter of the outer wires of a Seale 19 strand (Fig. 36) is
42 % bigger than those of a Warrington- Seale 36 strand (Fig. 37). Their metallic crosssection is 100 % bigger and therefore much more robust and abrasion resistant.
Of course, the fatigue performance of a Seale 19 strand is worse than that of a WS
36 strand, but who cares if not fatigue but drum crushing is the problem?

Fig. 36: Seale 19 strand, a very robust strand
design

Fig. 37: Warrington-Seale 36 strand, a very
fatigue resistant strand design
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13.3. Rope solution 3: Ropes with compacted outer strands
A great deal of the damage caused during multi- layer spooling is caused by individual outer wires forming indentations with the outer wires of the neighbouring wrap
(Fig. 38). If, however, the rope has compacted outer strands (Fig. 39), indentations cannot occur so readily and the damage is greatly reduced.

Fig. 38: Conventional outer strands allow for indentations between outer wires

Fig. 39: Compacted outer strands prevent indentations between outer wires
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13.4. Rope solution 4: Swaged ropes
As we have seen above, most of the damage a wire rope will be subjected to during
multi layer spooling is caused by the rough outer surface of the rope itself. So it would
only seem logical to smoothen the rope surface in order to reduce the damage.
Steel wire ropes cross sections are often referred to as being „round“. But they are
not round at all! Depending on the number of outer strands of the rope, the cross sections resemble a hexagon or an octagon much more than a circle! The sequence of
crowns and valleys along the circumference is the main cause for all the problems we
have discussed above! So, in order to avoid the problems, we must really make the
rope cross section round!
Some rope manufacturers have achieved tremendously round cross sections and
extremely smooth wire rope surfaces by hammering different types of steel wire ropes
using a rotary swager. Great care has been taken to avoid internal wire rope damage
caused by the swaging process itself. Fig. 40 shows a conventional steel wire rope in
unswaged condition (top) and with two different degrees of diameter reduction.

Fig. 40: The same rope before swaging (top), after swaging (normal reduction, middle) and
after swaging (severe reduction, bottom)
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The swaged ropes have been tested on normal bending fatigue machines and on the a
multi-layer test stand shown in Fig. 10. The results have been very encouraging: On the
multi-layer test stand, on average the swaged ropes achieved about 3 times the life of
the comparable unswaged designs.
After extensive laboratory tests, the first swaged ropes have finally been installed
on cranes. In certain applications they outperform ropes of any other design.

April 27, 2000: Joe Bloggs (left) invents the swaged rope.
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